
Meditative Landscapes:   by Marty Büch
Marty Büch is pseudonym for Martijn van Mierlo. 
Used with video projects on youtube channels ‘Hiking with Marty’ & Meditative 
Landscapes.The content on HwM varies from hiking, meditative landscapes, and  
car ride videos and some other ‘specials’, and is still growing.This second channel; 
 ‘Meditative Landscapes’ contains only the landscapevideos of longer duration and 
 higher quality in images and view and have a stronger relation to the arts of landscape photography.

Meditative Landscapes

A channel for Meditative Landscape videos with extended length from 6, 8 to 12 hours.
Often videos related to 30 or 60 minute versions on the original main channel(HikingwithMarty).
But also unique single shot films of longer length or are to be found here.
The videos are inspired by the paintings of the Russian art movement that formed the Peredvizhniki**
As well inspired by other landscape movements such as ‘De Haagse School’ (the Hague School) or such as  
photography movements as ‘New Topographics’, this is where Marty Büch and Martijn van Mierlo’s work 
intertwine and find correlation. In the Meditative Landscape videos the often quite romantic yet full docu-
mentation yet full of realism comes alife, it is as watching an alive painting, where the viewer can enjoy the 
landscape, contemplate, think about what one sees, but above all enjoy the sound and landscape and able to 
relax, meditated, relief stress or do re- and overthink.  

A Meditative Landscape: The Itinerant* aka the Wanderer: 

Series of Meditative Landscape videos (extended duration) for stress-relief, meditation, relaxation, enjoying 
nature virtually from home. Inspired by the Russian art movement of the Peredvizhniki also known as ‘The 
Wanderers’ or ‘The Itinerants’ in English. Who were a group of Russian Realist painters in the 1870’s, often 
depicting social (rural) life and landscapes. And can be understood as precursors of the later documentary 
photography movements. These videos are static landscapes inspired by these paintings, and together with 
the soundscape can be experienced as their equivalent, As of a paintings coming alive. And enjoyed as  
backgrounds in all type of settings.

**Peredvizhniki, often called The Wanderers or The Itinerants in English, were a group of Russian realist artists who formed  
an artists’ cooperative in protest of academic restrictions; it evolved into the Society for Travelling Art Exhibitions in 1870.

*itinerant /ɪˈtɪn(ə)r(ə)nt,ʌɪˈtɪn(ə)r(ə)nt/
adjective
adjective: itinerant (travelling from place to place.) “itinerant traders”
noun
noun: itinerant; plural noun: itinerants  (a person who travels from place to place.)
 
Origin



Inspiration and examples

Vasily Polenov -  traditional Russian courtyard (1878)



Alexei Savrasov - The Rooks Have Come Back, near Ipatiev Monastery in Kostroma.



Above: Isaac Levitan - Birch Forest (1885-1889)

Below: Isaac Levitan - Evening bells (1892)



Above: Isaac Levitan - Lake. Russia 1900. The last, unfinished Levitan painting

 
 
Below: Isaac Levitan - Spring in Italy (1890)



Above: Isaac Shishkin

Below: Ivan Shishkin-Among the Open Valley, (1883)



Above: Ivan Shishkin - A Rye Field, (1878)

 
 
 
 

 
Below: Ivan Shishkin - Winter, (1890)



Above: Ivan Shishkin - At the Edge of the Pine Forest, (1898)

 
 
Below: Ivan Shishkin - Oak Grove, (1887)



Above: Alexei Savrasov - Sundown over a marsh, (1871)

 
 
 
 
Below: Arkhip Kuindzhi - Evening in Ukraine (1878–1901)



Above: Hendrik Willem Mesdag - Panorama Mesdag (1881)
 

 
 
 
 
Right: Marty Büch - Meditative Landscape: View on North Sea 
 

 
 
 
 

Below: Anthonie Waldorp -  Sailing ships in the harbor, (1862)



Above: Marty Büch - Video still:  Meditative Landscape: View on North Sea
 
Below: Marty Büch - Video stills: Meditative Landscape:  
Left: Spring meadow Right: Mountain Creek

Above: Marty Büch - Video still:  Meditative Landscape:  
Left: Waterfall  Right: Sava River


